CropBioLife significantly enhances the plant’s photosynthetic response. It increases the production and concentration of the products of photosynthesis in the leaf, moving to the root zone as exudates. CropBioLife has shown it significantly effects microbial biomass and that it acts as an elicitor in the plant, increasing immune response. CropBioLife also increases brix levels very quickly in most plants. Soon to be WSDA and ODA certified for organic production.

- Disease Resistance
- Root Stimulation
- Nutrient Absorption
- Flowering and Reproduction
- Made from botanical non toxic food grade ingredients
- Neutral pH
- Contains one of nature’s most highly available forms of plant flavonoids and essential nutrients
- Safe to spray up to harvest
- Independently declared “as safe to use as a food processing agent”
- Contains 45% Organic Carbon

The foliar applied CropBioLife enhances the plant’s photosynthetic response. It increases the production and concentration of the products of photosynthesis in the leaf, moving to the root zone as exudates. CropBioLife has shown it significantly effects microbial biomass and that it acts as an elicitor in the plant, increasing immune response. CropBioLife also increases brix levels very quickly in most plants. Soon to be WSDA and ODA certified for organic production.
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